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 I am trying to delete the flash image rm-902 from my phone. It says file deleted but the file doesn't appear in the phone. Also I
can't find the files on the phone though it still says the files are there. A: After many tries, I finally managed to delete it. Go to
the settings Select "Backup and restore" Click on the "Backup" tab Scroll down until you find "All backed-up files and data",
click on that Delete the file At this point, I've not tried to find out if it was still there, but this should give you the basics. Evan

Dourado | Side Dish Anyone who knows me well is aware of my love for maple syrup. Not only is it the perfect topping for
pancakes, but it’s the perfect ingredient to accompany the Christmas holidays. It’s the perfect syrup if you will. After getting my
hands on some Grade B maple syrup recently, I’ve found myself craving not just maple, but all things maple. Like eating maple

pie for breakfast. How deliciously tempting is that? My pancakes could never rival the maple pie with butter, but they could
easily be declared the best pancake ever. Cereal for breakfast? I was skeptical. It’s easy to fall into the trap of eating all kinds of

breakfast foods, and cereal has a notoriously bad reputation as the “first meal of the day.” Cereal has so many benefits, from
providing a quick and easy meal, to being a versatile ingredient. It can be healthy, unhealthy, sweet, savory, or a combination of
all three. Cereal, if mixed and matched, can make breakfast a satisfying, healthy, and delicious meal. I’m constantly on the hunt

for new ways to make my family eat cereal. When I discovered that I could get it in a “snack size” box, my whole world
changed. If cereal is a meal that is no longer relegated to a snack, but something that can be prepared during breakfast time as a
hot breakfast option, that’s a win in my book. So, these were my findings. The deal is, you can buy these cereal snacks in 1, 2,

and 4 cup boxes. They’re full of sweet, savory, fruity, and healthy cereal concoctions 82157476af
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